
Tobacco studies eye
BY DICK ANGLESTEIN

UPPER MARLBORO, MD. -
Studies are continuing at the
University of Maryland Tobacco
Research Farm into
mechanization and other practices
designed to reduce labor
requirements of the harvesting
process.

McKee, include both a cutting
machine and hanging method
utilizing notches on the steins of
plants and wires instead of wood
laths.

The harvesting machine is of
French origin and features two
saw blades mounted on the front of
a walk-behmd garden tractor.
Actually, it is similar to machines
which have been tned and

The Maryland studies, directed
by tobacco researcher Claude

Gravely tractor, which is being used in Maryland studies.
Guides help navigate machine down rows. Cutter has two
blades - one for cutting off plant and the other for notching it.
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cutting machine & wire
sporadically used in Lancaster
Countyfor some tune.

The difference to local cutters is
the twinblades. One is used to cut
off the plant and the other to slice
the hanging notchintothe stem.

After the plants are cut and
notched, they are hungby the inch-
deep notches on wire stretched
across a wood frame. The frames
are about 7 by 15 feet and hold
about 350 plants. The frames are
mounted on a hydraulic trailer,
which lowers them for filling and
raises them to hang in the shed.

The French price for the cutting
machine is about $5OO. The trailer
was built at the University of
Marylandfor about $1,200 to $1,500.
The hanging racks can be built for
about$3O each.

“We hang the plants at about
double density,” McKee explained.

“On the research farm, we built
an open-sided pole barn-type
building, which permits only one-
tier hanging.

“Continuing studies will take a
look at how the hanging frames
can be lifted to permit multiple-
tierhanging in existing sheds.”

The Maryland hanging shed is
completely open-sided and roll-
down plastic is used when the
weatherrequires closing the sides.

Traditionally, the mam stum-
bling block to wider utilization of
mechanical cutters in Lancaster
County has been the damage and
knocking off of lower leaves.

“And when the tobacco is
leaning or lodged, the cutters
become a real problem,” ac-
cording to John Yocum, of Penn
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State’s Southeast Research Farm
at Landisville.

And the hanging of the tobacco
by the wire and notch method may
not be adaptableto most Lancaster
County sheds.

In most local sheds, the interior
wood beams on which the lathsrest
are primary supporting members
forthe shed.

Wire hanging method is being investigated on University of
'Maryland Tobacco Research Farm. Stems are notched by
cutter and abput 350 plants are hung on a wood and wire
frame, which is then placed in open-sided shed
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“V saved between $5OO and
$6OO the First Year with my
Roskamp Roller Mill.”

Jim Sage
Waterloo, lowa

SUttoiuuy feed Processing Center

Jim Sage was using a tractor powered
feed grinder and faced mounting fuel costs. He
switched to a Roskamp Stationary Feed Proces-
sing Center and, according to him, “J saved be-
tween $5OO and $6OO the first year alone.”

“i ground over 10,000 bushels of high
moisture com lastyear and never had any trouble.
One thing I liked is that it grinds a lot faster, so I
saved on labor costs as well as the savings I had
on fuel costs.”You can save energyand fuel costs
with the Roskamp Stationary Feed Processing
Center and the Portable Grain Roller Mill.
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